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 Nutrition Research Reviews publishes comprehensive and 
challenging review articles on selected key topics in nutritional 
science. Authors are encouraged to take a critical approach in 
appraising the literature while also aiming to advance new concepts 
and hypotheses. The journal publishes both solicited and unsolicited 
articles. Solicited authors will be contacted via this system by an 
Editor, and invited to submit a Solicited Review Proposal form. 
Authors wishing to submit an unsolicited review article should, 
in the fi rst instance, complete and submit an Unsolicited Review 
Proposal form. Authors may download the appropriate Review 
Proposal form from the top banner on the submission site at the 
following address: http://nrr.msubmit.net/ All proposal forms 
should be submitted via the online submission system.

It is essential that any relevant interests and sources of funding 
are declared at submission stage and published as part of the 
manuscript.

Page format. Nutrition Research Reviews is printed in double-
column format (column width of 77 mm) with a text area of 
77 x 212 mm.

Text. Papers should be submitted with 1.5 line spacing and margins 
of at least 2 cm on each side. The use of automated line numbering 
is strongly encouraged. Standard abbreviations (e.g. Fig. and 
Figs.) and SI units must be used. A hierarchy of headings used to 
subdivide the paper should be made clear. It is possible to use four 
levels, although three or less will generally suffi ce.

The paper should be written in English, the spelling being generally 
that of the Concise Oxford Dictionary (1995), 9th ed. Oxford: 
Clarendon Press. If occasionally other spellings are preferred this 
will be indicated during technical editing.

Abstract. Each paper must commence with a carefully prepared, 
accurate, informative abstract, in one paragraph, that is complete in 
itself and intelligible without reference to text or fi gures. It should 
not exceed 250 words. A short title of up to 45 characters should be 
provided as a running head, and there should be a list of up to 6 key 
words.

Introduction. An introduction should follow the abstract setting 
out the background and, if necessary, the history of the chosen 
topic; this should be suffi cient to set the scene for the general 
reader and be relatively brief.

Main body. Invited review papers will normally be expected to be 
between 6 000 and 12 000 words in length (including references 
and equivalent spaces for fi gures and tables). The main body of 
the review should present, discuss and interpret recent research 
fi ndings in a comprehensive but concise manner. It should also 
consider what is known about work in progress and should close 
with a section attempting to assess where present investigations are 
likely to lead. The review will, of course, represent the views of the 
author, but should deal throughout with the world picture and give 
recognition to any work thought to be relevant.

Tables. Tables should be reduced to the simplest form, and should 
not be used where text or illustrations give the same information. 
They should be submitted on separate sheets at the end of the 
main text fi le and must carry headings describing their content that 
are comprehensible without reference to the text. Tables may be 
single or double column width; very wide tables will be printed in 
landscape format.

Illustrations. Text fi gures, line drawings, computer-generated 
fi gures and graphs should be of suffi cient size and quality to allow 
for reduction by half or two-thirds; they may be in single or double 
column format. Half-tone photographs are acceptable where they 
are a real contribution to the text. Figure legends should be typed on 
a separate sheet in the main text fi le and numbered corresponding 

to the relevant fi gures. For illustrations, preferred software 
packages are Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Aldus Freehand, 
Chemdraw or CorelDraw. Preferred formats are TIFF or JPEG, if 
a TIFF fi le is not possible save as an EPS or a Windows metafi le. 
Microsoft PowerPoint fi les are also acceptable. If you are sending 
several fi les containing fi gures, please compress them into a single 
zip fi le for transmission.

References. References must be based on the numbered 
(Vancouver) system. When an article has more than ten authors, 
only the names of the fi rst three should be given followed by 
et al.; give abbreviated journal titles and conform to the 
following styles:

1. Goel V, Cheema SK, Agellon LB, Ooraikul B & Basu TK 
(1999) Dietary rhubarb (Rheum rhaponticum) stalk fi bre stimulates 
cholesterol 7a-hydroxylase gene expression and bile acid 
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2. Jenkins DJ, Kendall CW, Marchie A et al. (2003) The effect of 
combining plant sterols, soy protein, viscous fi bres, and almonds 
in treating hypercholesterolemia. Metabolism 52, 1478–1483.

3. Brandtzaeg P (2003) Role of local immunity and breast-feeding 
in mucosal homoeostasis and defence against infections. In 
Nutrition and Immune Function, pp. 273–320 [PC Calder, CJ Field 
and HS Gill, editors]. Wallingford, Oxon: CAB International.

4. Stock M & Rothwell NJ (1982) Obesity and Leanness: Basic 
Aspects. London: John Libbey.

Citations should be numbered consecutively in the order in which 
they fi rst appear in the text using superscript Arabic numerals in 
parentheses, e.g. ‘The conceptual diffi culty of this approach has 
recently been highlighted(1,2–4)’. If a reference is cited more than 
once the same number should be used each time.

Other rules of presentation etc. Please consult our full Directions 
to Authors available on the Nutrition Society website for further 
details: http://www.nutritionsociety.org/publications/nutrition-
society-journals/nutrition-research-reviews  

Proofs. An electronic set of page proofs in Adobe Acrobat (PDF) 
format will be provided to authors for checking and should be 
returned within 3 days (by fax or Express mail) to the NRR 
Production Editor, Cambridge University Press, The Edinburgh 
Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 8RU, UK; 
fax +44 1223 325802, email epearce@cambridge.org 

Offprints. A copy of the issue and a PDF fi le of the paper will be 
supplied free of charge to the corresponding author of each review, 
and additional offprints may be ordered on the order form sent with 
the proofs.

Papers will be sent to referees, will be edited before publication and 
modifi cations may be required.

Typescripts. Nutrition Research Reviews operates an on-line 
submission and reviewing sytem (eJournalPress). As explained 
above, authors should submit a proposal form to the following 
address: http://nrr.msubmit.net/ If any diffi culties are encountered, 
please email the Publications Offi ce (details below):
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